Helping Save The Giraffes
MISSION: To

guarantee that giraffes are protected
and preserved in their natural habitats.
VISION: To support conservation research and education programs that strive
to ensure the survival of giraffes and their ecosystems for future generations.

In 1999, the wild giraffe population was more than 140,000. Today, the number has dwindled to less than 98,000.
“People are often surprised to find out giraffes are an endangered species, but they’re disappearing fast,” says
Kyoto University Professor Fred Bercovitch, PhD. “Their landscape is going because of agriculture, because of
mining, because of civil war; militias are killing giraffes just to eat the meat; and then there’s drought and global
climate change. Giraffe have no place to go. We’re watching a tragedy unfold before our eyes.”
Save The Giraffes 501(c)(3) is a not-for-profit organization formed by giraffe advocates to preserve and protect
giraffes in their natural habitat. Bercovitch, Ashley Davison, Catherine Land, and Tiffany Soechting joined forces
with giraffe experts and enthusiasts around the world to serve as ambassadors and warriors for the declining
Giraffa camelopardis species.
“Save The Giraffes is started so we can work together to stop giraffe from disappearing from the planet,” says
Bercovitch. The group formed in 2017 after these industry partners combined forces during production of
Iniosante’s Last of the Longnecks documentary.
“Until the release our film, extinction facing giraffe was almost unheard of,” says Ashley Davison, “so sharing our
documentary with the world was a great first step, but we didn’t want it to end there.”
The team‘s work thus far led to the reclassification of the species’s status on International Union for Conservation
of Nature’s Red List of Threatened Species. Formerly recorded as Least Concern, the realization of a 36-40%
decline in the wild giraffe population qualified Giraffa camelopardalis as a species threatened as Vulnerable to
endagerment and extinction in 2016. “That’s why we formed Save The Giraffes,” says Davison, “so we could
continue raising awareness for this escalating problem.”
Additionally, Save The Giraffes gives anyone who wants to help the species an outlet to support worldwide
projects for the good of giraffe.
“Visitors have always asked what they can do to help giraffes in the wild,” explains Soechting, an animal specialist
at Natural Bridge Wildlife Ranch. “That was a huge part of the inspiration in creating Save The Giraffes. That way,
people from all over the globe can do their part with the conservation of giraffes.” Giraffe advocates are
encouraged to learn more at SaveTheGiraffes.org.
“Each of us have a deep love and appreciation for wildlife and conservation,” says Land, “so we have made it our
goal to share that same love and appreciation with people around the world in hopes that we might be able to help
save giraffes.”
“I can’t imagine living in a world without giraffes,
and I know a lot of people feel the exact same way.
The problem is, most people are unaware that a
world without giraffes could very soon become
reality if nothing is done to help these giants.”

- Catherine Land
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